\ log log N/
The proof is elementary and entirely different from that of Chowla.
2. Lemmas. For the proof of our theorem we require some lemmas. In what follows, all the letters denote positive integers. Lemma 1. Let pi, p2, • • • , pr be the r consecutive primes >78 and belonging to the arithmetic progression 6n+l. Then, corresponding to every pi, there is a constant fe,<22464 such that M? = (p<fe<)2 has a representation of the form x%+3y% satisfying the conditions that x¿>7y,->0 and pi does not divide Xiyi. [August Proof. It is well known (Eu 1er [é] ) that every prime of the form 6« + l is of the form x2+3y2. Let pi = l£l+3tfil-The inequalities which follow are easily seen to be strict inequalities.
In case £¿i>2r/,i we write 5»=p,; while in case £,i<2r/¿, we write <Zi = £i(a2+3) where X is the integer such that (2.1) ^<X<^+1<3.
Vu Vu
The number g< defined in the second case has the representation We verify that kih > 3vih-We now consider two cases.
(i) í,5>7r;f6. In this case we write «¿ = 48^.
(ii) 7t;<6>?<6>3t;<6. Now 2704(i-6 + 3>,28) = (46f« + 42r/<6)2 + 3(46t,íb -14fi6)2.
We can verify that 46|i5 + 42t,<6 > 7 | 46r,<6 -14|i51.
In case (ii) we write «< = 2496g». The number n, defined as above for the two cases is such that n\ has a representation x\-\-7>y\, x¿>7y<>0.
Using the fact that pi > 78 and does not divide ¡-aria we can show that pi does not divide x<y¿. \ log log M/ Proof. Consider the identity [3 ] (k2 -2k)* + (2k -l)4 + (¿2 -l)4 = 2(k2 -k + l)4.
Writing k=£/v and multiplying by tj8 this becomes These relations are easily seen to be inconsistent unless £i=£2 and \ log log M/
